
2-Port DisplayPort to HDMI Splitter, TAA
MODEL NUMBER: B157-002-HD

  

 

Description
The B157-002-HD 2-Port DisplayPort to HDMI Splitter converts and splits a DisplayPort video signal for display on two HDMI-enabled monitors, projectors or

televisions at the same time. Ideal for offices, conference rooms, retail settings, trade shows and classrooms, this compact splitter features a built-in

DisplayPort cable that connects to the source. It lets you use your existing HDMI displays instead of buying new DisplayPort monitors or docking stations.

The B157-002-HD supports video resolutions up to 1920 x 1080 (1080p) at 60 Hz, as well as HDCP, EDID and DDC. Orange LEDs next to each output port

indicate whether the splitter is powered on and transmitting a signal to the connected displays. The splitter works with all operating systems and is small

enough to carry in your backpack or computer bag. Plug-and-play convenience means no software or drivers are needed. An included USB Micro-B cable

connects between the source and the splitter to provide power, so no external power supply is required. 

Features
Converts and Splits DisplayPort Signal to 2 HDMI Displays Simultaneously

Ideal for offices, conference rooms, trade shows and classrooms

Built-in DisplayPort cable connects to source

Included USB Micro-B cable supplies power to splitter

Save money on new DisplayPort displays or docking stations

Top-Shelf Performance

Supports video resolutions up to 1920 x 1080 (1080p) @ 60 Hz

Complies with HDCP, EDID and DDC

LEDs indicate whether splitter is powered on and transmitting signal to connected displays

Easy to Use Almost Anywhere

Works with all operating systems

Plug and play—no software, drivers or external power supply required

Compact unit fits easily in backpack or computer bag

Highlights
Supports video resolutions up to

1920 x 1080 @ 60 Hz

Included USB Micro-B cable

supplies power to unit

Works with all operating systems

Compact enough for easy

carrying in backpack or laptop

bag

Plug and play—no software or

drivers required

Package Includes
B157-002-HD 2-Port DisplayPort

to HDMI Splitter

USB Micro-B cable, 3 ft.

Owner’s manual
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Specifications

CONNECTIONS

Ports 2

Side A - Connector 1 DISPLAYPORT (MALE)

Side A - Connector 2 USB A (MALE)

Side B - Connector 1 (2) HDMI (FEMALE)

WARRANTY

Product Warranty Period (Worldwide) 1-year limited warranty

© 2017 Tripp Lite. All rights reserved. All product and company names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. Use of them does

not imply any affiliation with or endorsement by them. Tripp Lite has a policy of continuous improvement. Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Tripp Lite uses primary and third-party agencies to test its products for compliance with standards. See a list of Tripp Lite's testing agencies: 

https://www.tripplite.com/products/product-certification-agencies
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